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NEw SERIES. 

WARD'S MACHINE FOR ' TURNING IRREGU

LAR FORMS. 

The mechanical contrivances which the busy thinking
powers are continually produciug are oft-times truly 
wonderful, and command admiration and attention from 
the most unlearned of their purpose and object, by the 
qnickness and neatness with which they throw off their 
work, 

Our engraving represents two machines invented by 
Hie hard Ward, of Naugatuck, Conn., who is since de
ceased, and they are now extensively used throughout 
many parts of the country; and, judging from the working 
model which we have examined, they turn out spokes 
with great rapidity, and a finish which excels any hand
made spoke. The knives or cutters can be arranged to 

whole of these Contrivances are placed on a plate, F, 
which slides on the main frame, and which can be moved 
back and forth to present the stuff to the knives or bring 
it back, by a lever that is pivoted at one end .to B and 
connected by a link to F. The width of the drum, E, is 
so arranged that when the stuff IS away from the knives 
the belt, D, is on the loo;e pulley, f, so that the stuff is 
not rotated; but the moment that the stuff is moved for
ward to the cutters, the band, D, moves for,,'ard on to E, 
and the stuff is rotated. To obtain the oval from' the 
piece of wood that is to be formed into a spoke, it has to 
be moved back and forth before the- knive� while it is 
being rotated, and this is  effected in' a very ingenious 
manner. The supporters or bearings of the clamps, a 
and b, are placed on a plate, H, that is allowed to slide 

is moved forward by the handle, 0, and crank, p, n is re
leased from the stud, and a spring, g, forces the clutch 
into a slot or recess in the back of the bevel-wheel, and 
the stuff is rotated before the cutters to have the square 
tenon formed. 

For any further informuJion address Palmer & Co., 
box 4,534, Post-office, New York. 

----------� .. �.�-----------

LIFE-PRESERVING SHIP BERTHS. 

Of all the horrible cal�ities which can befall men or 
women, perhaps the accidents which sometimes happen 
to "those who go down i nto the sea in ships" are the 
IUost terrible. The vast number of human beings, fight
ing with a po wer they do not understand, drowniug 
themselves often by their own struggles for life; the wifu 

WARD'S MACHINE FOR TURNING IRRREGULAR FORMS. 
cut any form. The simple method 0 obtaining the re
quisite motion of the" stuff," to have the proper oval and 
taper, is ingenious in the extreme,' and there are so few 
parts to perform such a great variety of work that it is 
»ot likely to get out of order or easily become damaged. 

The filit machine (Fig. 1) is for turning the oval of 
the spoke. A. series of knives, A, are arranged be
tween circular plates and placed on a shaft that runs 
across the frame, B. These knives are rapidly rotatoo 
by a belt from, the' shafting of the shop in which the ma,. 
chine is placed. The stuff is placed between the clamps, 
a and b ; a being capaille of beipg driven up to hold the 
stuff, and then being locked by a cam, c, that tightens 
around the square shaft of a, and prevents it from sliding 
back; b is double, and its shaft is round, so that it· is 
capable of rotating rotating in bearings, d, and it carries 
to receive the necessary motion a wheel, e, at -its back_ 
At the side of the machine is a drum, C, that can be 1'0-

tated fr�m any point that may be convenient; from this 
a belt, D, passes to a drum, E, on the frame, and the 
shaft of this carries a small bevel-wheel that rotates e on 
the shaft of E; there is ,.l1lso � loose pulley, j. The 

in an arc of a circle upon the plate, F, and it is centered 
by a pivot, g, which can be moved to give any taper to 
the oval that may be desired. The motion is given to 
'this plate by a lever, h, pivoted to the wheel, e, so that it 
gIves a reciprocating motion to a plate, i, that moves in 
guides on H, and by a system o(�vcrs, f, connected with 
and secured to F, it receives the proper motion to form 
the oval on the spoke. 

When the oVl11 portion of the spoke is formed, the 
cam, c, is released, and a driven back; the spoke is taken 
out and placed in the Cl!lll1ps, b',.a', on the machine 
(Fig. 1), which cuts the hub-tenon on the s poke. The 
cutters, I, are arranged on a large cylinder, J, the shaft 
of which carries a bevel-wheel, K, that gears with a sim
ilar one, K', at right angles to it; and on the shaft of 
K', by means of a rebate, another bevel-wheel, L, is al
lowed to slide and give motion to the clamp, e, by the 
bevel-wheel on the back of its shaft, when connecteil by 
the connecting-gear that we will now describe. The 
bevel-whee1 is loose on the shaf t of e, 'and to· the frame 
of the machine a small stud, In, is attached, which holds 
back the clutch by a lever, n; but when the clamp·beil, 
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sinking before a husband's eye., and the child's struggles 
gro;Ving feebler while the mPther is looking on powerle�s 
and unable to assist, all tend to add to the agony of snch 
moments, and call up an involuntary shudder when they 
are recounted. How thankful then we should be for any 
invention which has for its end the preservation of life at 
sea, . and the protection of passengers from the conse
quences of accident on the "waste of waters." Such 
is the invention of II. Hallock, of Brookhaven, L. L, 
and Isaac Smith, of No. 139 West Twenty-first-street, 
New York. They make the state-room, containing any 
desired number of berths, distinct from the vessel, with the 
deck above capable of opening, so that in case of accident, 
the door of the state-room can be securely closed and be 
watertight, and the state-room rises through the deck and 
Hoats-a perfect life-boat-on the surface of the water. 
Chambers are provided for water and provisions, light is 
admitted, and the interior is well ventilated, the air �eing 
admitted and allowed to' escape without any water ac
companying it. A pump is provided in casco of leakage 
and to keep the proper quantity of water in the bottom 
chamber to serve as ballast. It can be lighted at night. 
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